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Hidden Within the Codes: Unwrapping Creative Ways to Use QR Codes in the Classroom

Ms. Angela Walker
North Clayton Middle School
Angela.R.Walker@clayton.k12.ga.us
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Objectives

• Introduction
• Benefits of Using QR Codes
• How to Create...
• Examples
• Other Interactive Methods
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Introduction

• This is my second year teaching at North Middle School.
• Located in College Park, GA
• Teach IBT/BCS 1&2
• angela.r.walker@clayton.k12.ga.us
• Love CTAE!!!!!
Ms. Angela Walker
North Clayton Middle School
Angela.R.Walker@clayton.k12.ga.us
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**BENEFITS OF NONTRADITIONAL LEARNING**

"PROJECT BASED LEARNING"

- Real world simulations
- Hands on learning
- Encourages teamwork
- Builds problem solving/critical thinking skills
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**BENEFITS OF QR ACTIVITIES**

- Scholars have to rely on one another.
- Focuses on teamwork
- Incorporating the use of technology
- Engages all ages!!!
- Scholars love using their phones!!
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**WHAT IS A QR CODE?**

A machine-readable code consisting of an array of black and white squares, typically used for storing URLs or other information for reading by the camera on a smartphone.

HTTPS://WWW.GOOGLE.COM/SEARCH?SA=X&BIW=1366&BIH=662&Q=DICTIONARY&SAFE=ACTIVE&SSUI=ON#DOBS=QR%20CODE
**DIFFERENT WAYS TO USE QR CODES**

- REVIEW SCAVENGER HUNT
- IDENTIFYING IMAGES
- COMPUTER FUNDAMENTALS STANDARD
- TEACHING KEY VOCABULARY

**GENERATING A QR CODE**

- HTTP://WWW.QR-CODE-GENERATOR.COM/
- HTTPS://WWW.QRSTUFF.COM/
- HTTPS://WWW.THE-QRCODE-GENERATOR.COM/

**STEPS ON CREATING THE QR CODE**

- SELECT A QR CODE GENERATOR
- HTTP://WWW.QRSTUFF.COM/
- HTTP://WWW.QR-CODE-GENERATOR.COM/
- ATTACH/ENTER CONTENT
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**STEP 2**
- Customize the color
- Download or use snipping tool to save image
- Print image or copy/paste in Word/PPT

---
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**EXAMPLE 1**

---
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**EXAMPLE 2**

---
GOOGLE FORM SURVEY

GETTING SCHOLARS ENGAGED

- Computer Fundamentals Standard
- Employability Skills/Communication Standard
- Interviews
- CTAE Foundational Skills Standard – Team Building Activities/Working in Groups